
ASML responds to COVID-19 crisis

“This experience allowed 
us to quickly change our 
interviewing, hiring, and 
onboarding processes to 
be 100% virtual.  Moving 
forward, we will continue 
some of these practices 
even when the new ‘normal’ 
presents itself.”

This is an undoubtedly challenging time for people in 
any industry.  Many companies have put hiring on hold, 
but ASML is fortunate enough to continue hiring top 
talent during the pandemic. In order to prioritize safety 
for employees and job applicants, our recruiters are 
adopting new virtual processes for everything from 
onboarding to attending career fairs. This transition takes 
time and the best thing we can do is have patience. Head 
of US Recruitment Heather Flynn shared, “This is an 
opportunity to challenge ourselves to think differently and 
establish a new way of working.” Find a career today.

Pivoting to virtual recruitment solutions 
to continue hiring top talent

Within a matter of days 
following the travel ban from 
Europe to the US, a joint task 
force of more than 100 ASML 
experts mobilized from their 
homes around the world, 
utilizing augmented reality 
as a solution to help our 
customers remotely. 

Since ASML customers pay millions of dollars for our 
state-of -the-art chip-making equipment, we have 
a vested interest in keeping our machines running 
smoothly. “For every minute that a system is ‘down’ at 
a customer’s site, the customer can potentially lose 
thousands of dollars. This quickly escalates to millions 
of dollars if it’s down for a day or more.” What started 
as a hobby for an ASML engineer quickly became 
an innovative solution allowing our experts to ‘enter’ 
customer fabs virtually and troubleshoot our machines 
during the pandemic. Read the full article here. 

Augmented reality enables 
business during pandemic

ASML reports no reduction in 
Q1 demand despite COVID-19

ASML experiences little impact to its manufacturing capabilities and sees strong order intake. 

CFO Roger Dassen says, “The resilience and the unbelievable commitment that our engineers out 

there in the field, and everyone in the company, is really displaying in this moment in time is deeply 

impressive.” Watch the interview for a financial recap and response to the coronavirus situation.

From donating medical 
equipment, to providing 
engineering technical 
support and educational 
supplies, we’re working to 
answer the call for help. 
This is a global fight against 
COVID-19, and we’re all in 
this together. 

During these unprecedented times, we know that our 
global network and engineering expertise can make 
a difference. In addition to donating over 70,000 face 
masks to Dutch hospitals, our colleagues provided 
500 laptops to help ensure all students in the Brainport 
Eindhoven region have a device at home for remote 
learning. Across the U.S., employees are sewing face 
masks and 3D-printing protective ear guards for local 
hospital staff. Find out more about what we’re doing to 
support coronavirus relief efforts here. 

Commitment to supporting 
our communities

ASML has taken numerous meaures to keep employees safe and production on track. Additionally, our 
cleanrooms provide a sanitary environment that actually shields engineers and technicians from the 
pandemic. 

“Besides its ultra-sanitized work environment, ASML has the benefit of making machines that are 
considered almost recession-proof, given its commanding lead in an industry on the cusp of another 
technological leap: high-speed 5G networks.” Read this Bloomberg article to learn how we’re 
keeping a safe distance to maintain operations and meet our customers’ needs.

ASML 
in the news
Staying safe, and 
staying on track 
amid the pandemic
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Follow us on social media 

Be part 
of progress

We have something for everyone
ASML employs more than 25,000 people representing more than 120 nationalities in 60 worldwide locations. We support 

each other and encourage one another to do our absolute best every day. If there is a problem, we find a solution… together. 
Join us now in Wilton, CT, where our in-house fabrication site is making progress on some of the world’s biggest challenges. 

Solve the biggest challenges every day

Optics Spotlight

Find your future!
Whether you are starting your career or are an experienced optical 

technician, we have opportunities for you. No college degree required.

Work with ground-breaking technology

ASML creates low-aberration optics using the most advanced fabrication equipment available. From polishing to fusion to diamond-
like carbon coating, we have the best technology in the world. Our optical technicians are leaders in crafting precision optics, as well as 
large optical surfaces. These competencies are critical to the world we know, and we need people like you to help us thrive. 

Now is the time to join us in Wilton, as we get even smarter – and do even more. Thinking critically, experimenting with new ideas, 
pushing past limits, and enjoying life in a beautiful part of the world.  Learn about this location.

Keep in touch!

“Your voice is a key contributor into how we do things. How we shape the 
product. Your voice shapes how we make this new technology.”  – Brad Briggs

ASML is pushing the limits of what’s possible by providing solutions to the global semiconductor chip shortage. Our optical technicians 
are in the center of the action, as part of a process-driven manufacturing team that fabricates high-value precision optics. These 
components are vital to the performance of our extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) machines – which are in demand by chipmakers 
like Intel, TSMC, Sony and Samsung.

“Our optics factory strives to be the world’s most capable and reliable organization at fabricating and delivering the most complex 
optical components used in the semiconductor industry,” Brad Briggs, Director of the Wilton Factory Optics Manufacturing, states. “We 
have to position ourselves to continuously raise the capabilities of our products and to develop the next generation of products. To do 
so, we’re expanding our hiring efforts in Wilton by 15% of our original 2021 growth plan. We’re seeking professionals who want to be a 
part of a growing, high-tech and secure company. You’ll go far at ASML if you have ambition, a challenger mindset, and a curiosity for 
what’s next.”

Joining ASML makes you a global problem solver, working in the world’s most-in demand industry.  Apply today for a guaranteed 
sign-on bonus, plus relocation. (Offer valid for Wilton, CT new hires with start dates between June 21, and Dec. 15, 2021.)

Apply now

Apply now
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Optical Technician - Early Career
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Your information is safe with us. Learn about our privacy policy here.
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